We employed the SERENDIP III system with the Arecibo radio telescope to search for possible artificial extraterrestrial signals. Over the four years of this search we covered 93% of the sky observable at Arecibo at least once and 44% of the sky five times or more with a sensitivity of ∼ 3 × 10 −25 W m −2 . The data were sent to a 4 × 10 6 channel spectrum analyzer. Information was obtained from over 10 14 independent data points and the results were then analyzed via a suite of pattern detection algorithms to identify narrow band spectral power peaks that were not readily identifiable as the product of human activity. We separately selected data coincident with interesting nearby G dwarf stars that were encountered by chance in our sky survey for suggestions of excess power peaks. The peak power distributions in both these data sets were consistent with random noise. We report upper limits on possible signals from the stars investigated and provide examples of the most interesting candidates identified in the sky survey. This paper was intended for publication in 2000 and is presented here without change from the version
INTRODUCTION
Early radio searches for extraterrestrial intelligence used dedicated telescope time to search for emission from nearby stars (see Tarter 1991 for a partial listing, and Tarter 2001 for a full listing of these searches). This type of search became increasingly difficult to carry out at major facilities because of a general reluctance to devote dedicated telescope time to such projects, which though interesting, are acknowledged to have a low probability of success. In addition, sky surveys were carried out which scanned substantial portions of the sky. The Berkeley SERENDIP project (Search for Extraterrestrial Radio Emissions from Nearby Developed Intelligent Populations) solved the dedicated telescope time problem by using data obtained simultaneously with ongoing astronomical research. This program began over twenty years ago (Bowyer et al. 1983) and has continued to the present day with ever increasing sensitivity and an ever-widening set of search parameters.
Other sky surveys using dedicated telescopes have been, and are continuing to be, carried out. The Ohio State program (Dixon 1985) was the earliest sky survey; this project is now terminated. The Harvard search (Leigh & Horowitz 1997) has also been terminated. The Argentinian search (Lemarchand et al. 1997) , and the Australian search (Stootman et al. 1999) continue. Targeted searches of nearby stars have been initiated by the SETI Institute (Tarter 1997 ) using substantial amounts of dedicated telescope time which were obtained in return for a substantial financial contribution to the telescope upgrade which was carried out after the conclusion of the SERENDIP III observations. We discuss our sky survey search for artificial extraterrestrial signals with the SERENDIP III system ) and the Arecibo telescope. Although the search was a sky survey, nearby solar-type stars inevitably fell within the beam pattern of the telescope in the course of these observations. As part of the analysis of the SERENDIP III data, we have separately investigated the data from observations of the sky coincident with these nearby stars. Although our integration times for individual targets are relatively short (as compared, for example, with the SETI Institute targeted search), our sensitivity is still substantial because of the large collecting area of the Arecibo telescope and the outstanding receivers that are available for use with this instrument.
We report the results of our sky survey and provide upper limits on possible signals from stars in this paper.
OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
The SERENDIP III data were obtained with the National Astronomy Ionosphere Center's radio observatory in Arecibo, Puerto Rico with a 430 MHz receiver. Data collection began in April, 1992 and ended in October, 1998.
The feed used for SERENDIP III was located at the opposite carriage house from the primary observer's feed. This resulted in three observation modes. In the first, representing about 45% of the observing time, the primary observer's feed was tracking a point on the sky. This resulted in the SERENDIP III beam moving across the sky at roughly twice the sidereal rate. In the second, representing about 40% of the observing time the feeds were stationary, resulting in motion at the sidereal rate. In the third, representing about 15% of the observing time, the SERENDIP III feed was tracking a point on the sky.
Power spectra were generated by the SERENDIP III four million channel spectrum analyzer which had a 1.7 second integration period and a 0.6 Hz frequency resolution (2.5 MHz instantaneous band coverage). The sensitivity achieved in a 1.7 second integration at our typical system temperature of 45 K was 3 × 10 −25 W m −2 . This bin size is wide enough to encompass Doppler frequency drifts caused by the Earth's motions plus reasonable accelerations of a hypothetical transmitter's reference frame. The receiver's entire 12 MHz band was processed in 2.4 MHz steps taking about 8.5 seconds to complete a single sweep. The SERENDIP III fast Fourier transform based hardware is described in detail by .
Adaptive thresholding was achieved by baseline smoothing the raw power spectra with a sliding eight thousand channel local-mean boxcar and searching for channels exceeding 16 times the mean spectral power. These signals were recorded along with time, pointing coordinates, detection frequency, and signal power.
Following the real-time data analysis by the SERENDIP III instrument, the reduced data was shipped to Berkeley of offline data reduction and candidate generation. Off-line data reduction included radio frequency interference (RFI) rejection techniques, pattern detection, and candidate extraction. The overall data flow is shown in Figure 1. 2.1. Off-line Data Reduction Data were transferred from Arecibo to Berkeley across the Internet where off-line data analysis activities began. Data reduction consisted of removing data taken during periods when the telescope was slewing too fast or too slow for our analysis procedures, followed by the application of a suite of RFI filters.
Excessively rapid telescope slew rates precluded acquisition of accurate positioning information. In addition, during times when the receiver tracks a point on the sky, it is not possible for our analysis programs to differentiate between continuous RFI and a potential signal. Therefore, our first filter was to censor data acquired during periods of rapid telescope movement and periods when the telescope was tracking sky objects. Roughly 15% of the data were removed for this reason.
The next step in data reduction was non-drifting RFI rejection. SERENDIP's non-drifting RFI rejection algorithms incorporated dynamically adaptive statistical analysis routines that detect spurious signals from terrestrial and near-space sources. Three cluster analysis tests were conducted on each input data file spanning several hours of observation. Signals were rejected if they (1) were detected over broad areas of the spectrum in one or more integration periods (broad spectrum interference), (2) persisted at the same receiver frequency through multiple telescope beams, or (3) persisted in the same channel of the spectrum analyzer.
Broad spectrum interference was identified by the rejection test:
where d is the number of frequency bins (0.6 Hz/bin) between simultaneous events above the threshold and x is the number of events above threshold in the spectrum. For SERENDIP III, the threshold value was set at S = 10 8 . RFI rejection algorithm (2) uses a statistical method to determine if several detections at the same observing frequency could be ruled out. If these detections occur with a significantly above-average hit rate, and they continue to occur when our observing beam has moved beyond one beam width (0.17 degrees), we reject the hypothesis of random Poisson events being the cause. Instead we mark these detections as being due to external RFI, and reject them.
RFI rejection algorithm (3) uses the same statistical test as (2) but applies it to hit sequences that have the same intermediate-frequency bin number. In this way it rejects interference generated within the observatory.
Data surviving the first three rejection criteria were further analyzed for RFI that drifts rapidly in frequency and were therefore not rejected by algorithms (2) and (3) above. gorithm. The average event density in frequency-time space was calculated for each data set. Sectors in frequency-time space around each detection (shown as dots in Figure 2 ) were analyzed to identify sectors having an unusually high number of detections. Sectors containing an excessive number of detections were further analyzed for the presence of drifting signals that persisted through multiple pointings of the telescope beam.
An example of the efficacy of the RFI rejection techniques is shown in Figure 3 . Note that after application of SERENDIP's RFI filters, the remaining data closely approached the number expected from a Poisson noise distribution. Typically, 98% of the RFI was rejected, yet only 1% of the band was lost during RFI removal.
Pattern Detection
A suite of pattern detection algorithms was employed to detect signal recurrence and telescope beam pattern matching. The primary pattern looked for was recurrence of a signal in frequency over time and position. All data were frequency corrected to the solar system barycenter. Thus, only those signals that displayed the proper Doppler drift relative to the solar system barycenter remained at a nearly constant frequency. If a signal recurred within a defined frequency window, it was tagged as a candidate. We defined frequency windows of two different widths in order to find two different classes of signals.
The first class (Class I) consists of signals with no frequency drift in the barycentric frame. If transmitted from a planet, such a signal must contain a Doppler correction, and therefore would be a deliberately beamed message. For such signals, the chief cause of potential frequency drift arises from our lack of knowledge of the source's exact position on the sky. We use the direction of the beam center to approximate the source position, and obtain an approximate compensating frequency drift by projecting our antenna's diurnal and annual acceleration onto that nominal line of sight. Due to our beam's size (0.17 degrees), this drift rate uncertainty can shift an ideal signal by as much as 120 Hz. Consequently, our compensated signal class defined a candidate as any set of signals that recurred within a band whose width f σ = 120 Hz.
The second class (Class II) consists of signals containing significant Doppler acceleration. Radio leakage from a transmitter on a planet will significantly drift in frequency over time spans of minutes to months. Here, signal sets were allowed a frequency deviation f σ = 50 kHz. The width of this band was derived assuming a transmitter whose acceleration was as great as the Jovian cloud tops.
Multiple detections in a given transit were examined to determine if the observed power as a function of time matched the telescope's Gaussian beam pattern. Such a finding would suggest that the signal emanated from a point source on the sky.
Candidate Merging and Ranking
The output of SERENDIP's suite of pattern detection algorithms was a collection of statistically interesting events. These data sets were then examined to identify candidate locations for signals of interest. A candidate was defined as a one beamwidth area on the sky that was identified by one or more pattern detection algorithms. A candidate is fully described by one or more records in the candidate database, each of which is the result of detection by a single algorithm. In addition, celestial objects such as nearby stars, globular clusters, and known planetary systems are entered into the candidate database to check for coincidence with candidates identified by the other algorithms described herein.
Candidates are ranked by two methods. First, each candidate record was given an algorithm specific score. Second, we asked how many algorithms detected the candidate. Here we considered coincidence with an interesting celestial object to be counted as an "algorithm".
To determine the score in the case of multiple transit detections, we calculated the relative probability of our detections occurring from noise, given the number of detections in the candidate area, the number of times we have observed the candidate area, the number of frequency bins searched by the algorithm, and the actual frequency separation of the detections. The relative probability is given by
where: n e is the total number of events logged at any frequency in the candidate area, n d is the number of detections within F win , F win is the frequency window searched for events, F tot is the total SERENDIP band observed, ∆ f is the maximum frequency separation for the detection set, f σ is the expected frequency variance as explained in section 2.3. In searches for either Class I or Class II signals, the lower the numerical rating in this algorithm, the more promising the candidate.
To calculate the score in the case of beam pattern matching in a single transit across the telescope's Gaussian beam, we first determined the best fit Gaussian to the data. The relative score is then given by
where A G is the amplitude of the best fit Gaussian, and Q(χ 2 | ν) is the χ 2 probability function. In this case, the higher the numerical rating, the more promising the candidate. The data from the most promising candidates were independently scrutinized for RFI contamination by three researchers and those surviving this evaluation constitute the list of most interesting candidates. Our top candidates from our signal detection algorithms and their scores are given in Table 1. 2.4. Investigation of Possible Signals from Nearby G-Dwarf Stars We investigated the data obtained from nearby G-dwarf stars that were observed by chance in our sky survey with the rationale that these were especially interesting candidates. In this effort, we used the Center for Astrophysics list of Gdwarf stars within (roughly) 100pc of the Sun (Latham 1999) as listed on their web site as of August 1999 1 . We identified those stars in this list visible with the Arecibo telescope (i.e. stars between −2 • and+38 • ). We then searched the SERENDIP III position data set and identified stars in the list that fell within the half power beam width of the Arecibo antenna during our observations.
Of the 516 stars in the CFA list that are observable with the Arecibo telescope, 494 had been observed at least once, and 439 had been observed multiple times. In Figure 4 we show a histogram of the number of times these stars were observed.
We derived upper limits to the excess power from these stars by first checking the most recent version of the Hipparcos catalogue for the stellar distances. The number of stars observed versus distance is shown in Figure 5 . We then derived the upper limits to the source stellar luminosity using the Hipparcos distances and the observed fluxes. We note that the sensitivity limits are uncertain to a factor of two because we used the average sensitivity of the antenna rather than the sensitivity at the exact position of the star within the beam.
In Table 2 we provide the HD number of the observed stars, their distances as obtained from the Hipparcos catalogue, and the upper limits to the irradiated power at the star.
CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out an extensive search with the world's largest telescope for evidence of radio emission produced by an extraterrestrial intelligence. We were able to carry out this search using this unique facility because of the non-intrusive character of our observing program. A major challenge in our search (and in all other searches for extra terrestrial intelligence) is the problem of false signals produced as a result of human activity. We developed a variety of techniques to deal with this problem and demonstrated their robustness. This shows that a non-intrusive collateral data collection technique such as ours is viable.
Given the extensive character of our search we found many signals of potential interest. A prioritization scheme was developed to identify the most promising of these signals. These were examined in more detail. In the end, no extraterrestrial signals were identified. We do not find this surprising nor discouraging given our lack of knowledge as to appropriate source locations, frequencies and time periods that an intentional extraterrestrial signal may be employing. We are continuing our search.
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